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Kɔnni Intonation 



Overview

• Cahill:

• Kɔnni has intonation properties that distinguish:

• Declaratives fron Polar Questions

• Simplex vs. compound or complex sentences

• but there is no clear evidence for boundary tones

• LG:

• Downstep and downdrift are  keys to understanding the 
overall intonation patterns

• Not well presented in terms of how they differ and how they 
influence f0.  I will present picture I created from the text and 
f0 data.

• Worth thinking about how to model these (paricularly 
downdrift).
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Basic Tone System

• H, L tones

• Syllable may have one two tones

• In addition to H, L there are downstep tones !H

• Intermediate height
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(1) Monosyllabic
L !H vs. H k!"á! ‘back’ k!#á! ‘farm’
L !H vs. H! !H j" "" #! ‘spitting cobra’ j" #!" #! ‘tree (sp.)’
H vs. H! !H ch" #" #! ‘moon, month’ ch" #!" #! ‘squirrel’
H!L vs. L !H ch" #à! ‘chair’ ch" "á! ‘bottom, waist’
H!L vs. H! !H y" #" " ‘blind person’ y" #!" #! ‘nail, arrow’
H!L vs. H táà ‘sister’ tá ‘and (joining clauses)’

(2) Disyllabic
L.H vs. H.H #!"!"r" # ‘the tree (sp.)’ #!#!#r" # ‘the chest’
L.H vs. H.!H hààr" #! ‘tree (sp.)’ háá!r" #! ‘boat’
L.L !H vs. H.H nànj!"!#! ‘pepper’ nánj!#!#! ‘!y’

African languages have been variously claimed to have either the syllable or
the mora as the tone-bearing unit (TBU) (Odden 1995). For K$nni, distribution
and alternations both support the syllable as TBU. Surface syllable types are V,
N, CV, CVC, CVN, CVV, and CVVN. Only the last three stand as independent
words. K$nni allows either one or two associated tones per syllable; this distri-
bution is shown in (1) and (2). If the mora were the TBU, one expected pattern
would be three distinct tones on a trimoraic word CVVN, e.g. *gàá!!. However,
such a pattern is unattested.

A more complex line of evidence pertaining to the TBU is the behavior of
words such as kààn! " ‘one’ with respect to spreading of High tone. As discussed
in greater detail in Section 2.4, a HLH underlying tone is realized as H!HH on the
surface. Thus in zàs! "! ‘"sh’ and !! wó !zás! "! ‘I lack "sh’, when the High-toned
verb wó precedes the LH of the noun zàs! "!, this creates an underlying HLH
sequence which surfaces as H!HH. However, if two Low-toned TBUs intervene
between the High tones, the underlying HLLH is unchanged, as in !! wó dàmpàlá
‘I lack bench’. The question, then, is whether the "rst two moras of kààn! " [kaa]
act like two TBUs, with two instances of Low, or one.

If kààn! " is preceded by a Low tone on the head noun, the two "rst moras
[kaa] are on the same Low pitch and the second syllable [n"] is High-toned, as
in kàgbà kààn! " ‘one hat’. However, if the preceding noun ends in a High tone,
both syllables of kaan! are pronounced on the same pitch, as a downstepped
High tone, as in zàs! "! !káán! " ‘one "sh’. The long vowel in kaan! acts as if it
were a single TBU with a single Low tone, as in zàs! "! rather than dàmpàlá in
the preceding paragraph.

Therefore the long vowel in kààn! " and other words can be represented with
a con"guration something like the following (omitting a moraic tier):
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Analysis of Downstep

• Downstep applies to HLH sequences.

• The H spreads leftward and the L—>!H

Can we view this as “blending”?
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As noted, the plural su!x of Noun Class 1 [-a/-e] (depending on ATR vowel
harmony) is exceptional in K!nni morphology by consistently surfacing with a
tone opposite to the previous stem tone. Again, the singular /-!!/ su!x is what
contributes the "nal High tone in the singular. Stripping o# this High reveals the
root tone.

(10) Root Pl. su!x
Singular Plural tone tone gloss

t"! tàn-á L H ‘stone/s’
wí! wí-è H L ‘face mark/s’
b" "" "s" !! b" "" "s-á L H ‘breast/s’
tígí! tíg-è H L ‘house/s’
tà!gbá! tà!gbán-à LH L ‘land god/s’

The su!x /-A/ is toneless and a polar tone is inserted. This is shown to be
true tonal polarity rather than dissimilation by means of more complex data and
analysis in Cahill (2004, 2007).

2.4 High-tone spreading

The Low that is present and associated in !"! rà ‘chests’ is still present but $oat-
ing when the de"nite su!x is added in !"! !ráhá ‘the chests’. This is a result of
a common and pervasive spreading process in which the second H of a HLH
sequence spreads one TBU leftward, resulting in surface H!HH, often termed
plateauing. This process is illustrated in (11).

(11) a. H L H H L H b. H L H H L H
| | | ! | / | | | | ! | / |
# # # # # # #$ ra + ha #$ ra ha

The leftward spread is pervasive, spreading within words, as above, or between
words, as in j#!r#!! !káán$ ! ‘one ladder.’

(12) H H L H H H L H
| | | | ! | | / |
j!r!! kaan" j!r!! kaan"
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Analysis of Downstep
• In the the affix and cross-word case,  HLH —> H !H H

• the resulting !H is presumably higher than the L would have 
been.

• Is the second underlying H also lower than the first?

• Cahill seems to imply that… and it would be predicted from 
the the way downdrift works. 

• Only example I could find:

5

The source of the !oating Low can be speci"cally determined in many
instances. For example, when the plural de"nite su#x of Noun Class 1 (High-
toned -há) is added to a plural noun ending in Low, a downstep results.

(6) !"!rà ‘chests’
!"!!ráhá ‘the chests’

This is represented straightforwardly in autosegmental notation as in (7). The
process is discussed more fully in Section 2.4.

(7) H L H L H
| | | / |

!" ra !" ra ha

In some languages, a sequence of two adjacent High tones creates a down-
step between them, e.g. Supyire (Carlson 1983) and KiShambaa (Odden 1982),
among others, including Bemba, Moro, and Tswana in this volume. This is
demonstrably not the case in K#nni, as seen in individual words such as tígí!
/tíg-!!/, where the stem and the su#x both are High (also see discussion in 2.6
vis-à-vis the OCP).

As with many West African languages, K#nni has “automatic downstep,”
often called “downdrift,” where a High after overt phonetic Lows is lowered. It
also has what has been referred to as “non-automatic downstep”, that has been
discussed in this section. The combination of automatic and non-automatic
downstep in a single sentence results in a tone pattern that continually declines,
as in (8), extracted from a dramatic telling of a local event. The high tones
toward the end of the sentence are actually lower than the low tones at the
beginning.

(8) s!!k!" rù gè ó háá jìè f!! wó "# "n!tí gárá k!" !á! ‘This morning he woke up
seeing you lack things going to farm.’ (speaking of a watchman and a thief)
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Lexical Downstep

• Lexical downstep: 
Due to underlying floating L tone between H tones

• The effect is that the L+H result in tone that is intermediate 
in height 

• H!H falls less than HL

6

(3) L H
| |
! !

/ | \ / |
C V V C V
| | / | |
k a n !

For brevity’s sake, however, I will use

(4) L H
| |
kaan!

as a shorthand representation for (3) above, with the L tone to be regarded as
being linked to the whole syllable kaa. All vowel sequences in the same word,
such as [!a] or [ie], are likewise in the same syllable, and thus in the same TBU.

The usual default tone inserted on an unspeci!ed vowel is Low, with three
exceptions. The !rst is when an epenthetic vowel occurs between two High-
toned syllables, in which case the vowel shows a High tone. The second excep-
tion is that when a noun is underlyingly toneless, a High tone is inserted on the
last syllable, with the preceding syllables being Low, e.g. h!!g"" ‘woman,’ shown
to be toneless by other paradigms.4 The third exception is tonal polarity in the
Noun Class 1 plural su"x, discussed in Section 2.3.

2.2 Downstep

The downstepped H is a phonetic implementation of a #oating Low tone. In this
conceptualization, a word like kpá!á! ‘guinea fowl’ is represented as having a
/HLH/ tone pattern, with the Low #oating and causing downstep. Note that the
two H autosegments are the only ones associated to the single syllable in (5).

(5) H L H
\ /

kp a a !

4 This includes forms like "! h!"g"! ‘his wife/woman’, where the High on h!"g"! is from the tonal
associative morpheme discussed in Section 2.5, and h!!g"! -kp# "!# "! ‘big woman’, in which h!!g"!
has no High at all. The cognate for ‘woman’ in the related Gur languages Moore (Kenstowicz,
Nikiema & Ourso 1988) and Dagaare (Antilla & Bodomo 1996), has also been independently
analyzed as underlyingly toneless.
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has no High at all. The cognate for ‘woman’ in the related Gur languages Moore (Kenstowicz,
Nikiema & Ourso 1988) and Dagaare (Antilla & Bodomo 1996), has also been independently
analyzed as underlyingly toneless.
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3 K!nni declarative intonation

The data for this and the following intonation sections was gathered by Mr.
Konlan Kpeebi of the Ghana Institute of Linguistics, Literacy, and Bible Trans-
lation (GILLBT), since I was not able to personally travel to Ghana during the
window of time available for this volume. I supplied the English translations of
the data to ask for, based on my prior knowledge of what K!nni syntax allows,
and Kpeebi recorded native K!nni speakers Mr. Naaza Solomon Dintigi and
Mr. Mumuni Salifu Barnabas in a recording studio in Tamale, Ghana. I am very
grateful for their assistance in this project; obviously, it would not have happened
without their assistance. Speci!cs of the recording equipment are not available,
but the recordings, sent partly by email and partly through Dropbox, are good
quality, clear, with no background noise, such as the roosters and other outside
noises so frequently encountered in !eld recording situations. The recording
quality was quite adequate for pitch and duration analysis.

A few question intonation sentences had been recorded by me in previous
years with di"erent speakers, and these are noted when appropriate.

3.1 Basic declarative sentences

The pitch trace in (21) illustrates a normal intonational pattern of a declarative
sentence and also the methodology of measuring frequency in this study. All
recordings were analyzed using SIL’s Speech Analyzer program.9

(21) ! tím bá " nàwá !jáá#10
1SG PAST want 1SG pick thing ‘I intended to get something’

9 Available as free download at. http://www.sil.org/resources/software_fonts/speech-analyzer.
10 The second n is high due to H-spread from the preceding bá, creating an unusual HLH
phonetic sequence.
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Downdrift

7

The source of the !oating Low can be speci"cally determined in many
instances. For example, when the plural de"nite su#x of Noun Class 1 (High-
toned -há) is added to a plural noun ending in Low, a downstep results.

(6) !"!rà ‘chests’
!"!!ráhá ‘the chests’

This is represented straightforwardly in autosegmental notation as in (7). The
process is discussed more fully in Section 2.4.

(7) H L H L H
| | | / |

!" ra !" ra ha

In some languages, a sequence of two adjacent High tones creates a down-
step between them, e.g. Supyire (Carlson 1983) and KiShambaa (Odden 1982),
among others, including Bemba, Moro, and Tswana in this volume. This is
demonstrably not the case in K#nni, as seen in individual words such as tígí!
/tíg-!!/, where the stem and the su#x both are High (also see discussion in 2.6
vis-à-vis the OCP).

As with many West African languages, K#nni has “automatic downstep,”
often called “downdrift,” where a High after overt phonetic Lows is lowered. It
also has what has been referred to as “non-automatic downstep”, that has been
discussed in this section. The combination of automatic and non-automatic
downstep in a single sentence results in a tone pattern that continually declines,
as in (8), extracted from a dramatic telling of a local event. The high tones
toward the end of the sentence are actually lower than the low tones at the
beginning.

(8) s!!k!" rù gè ó háá jìè f!! wó "# "n!tí gárá k!" !á! ‘This morning he woke up
seeing you lack things going to farm.’ (speaking of a watchman and a thief)
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(1) “High after overt phonetic Lows is lowered” 

(2) “The second H of a HLH sequence is phonetically lower than the first"

(3) Downdrift does occur on an H after more than one low (apparently this is the main 
difference between downdrift and downstep, though Cahill assumes downdraft is “phonetic” 
and downstep “phonological”)

(4) So the statement (2) was apparently not meant to be exclusive.

(5) And because we saw that H is lower after !H,  the “overt” stipulation in (1) doesn’t seem 
right.



Downdrift

8
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• “High after overt phonetic Lows is lowered” 

• But lows are also lowered too. 

• Lows seem to be lowered after H (or !H)

• No lowering in sequence of L



Posible Downdrift Models 

• Model sequence of F0 targets for tone gestures TargetHz as a 
function of an input tone sequence

• First order dynamics regulating exponential decrease in Fneut 

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)   where  ,  the number of tones

(7)

•  Fneut will decrease exponentially towards  Fmin 

• Decrease will only occur on a syllable if the two previous 
syllables differ in Target.

Fneut = 140

Fmin = 110

range = 40

Target = {−range/2,range/2}

dFneut = − k1Fneut

( Target(i) − Target(i−1) )

range
− k1Fmin

Fneut(i) = Fneut(i − 1) + dFneut i = 1 : N

TargetHz(i) = Target(i) + Fneut(i)

9



Problems with simple model

• Range likely needs to decrease exponentially also.  
First-order system for Range, like that for Fneut could be added.

• What if downdrift only lowers when a H follows a L?

• dFneut = − k1Fneut((
Target(i) − Target(i−1)

range
) + 1) − k1Fmin

10



(1) non-floating down step:

• As far as the downdrift is concerned, the model will work fine 
as is

• in HLH, the second H will be lowered due to downdrift of 
Fneut

•  The L will have the “wrong” target (will be too low).

• This can be handled by the gestural dynamics: (overlap and 
blending).

Incorporation of downstep

11

As noted, the plural su!x of Noun Class 1 [-a/-e] (depending on ATR vowel
harmony) is exceptional in K!nni morphology by consistently surfacing with a
tone opposite to the previous stem tone. Again, the singular /-!!/ su!x is what
contributes the "nal High tone in the singular. Stripping o# this High reveals the
root tone.

(10) Root Pl. su!x
Singular Plural tone tone gloss

t"! tàn-á L H ‘stone/s’
wí! wí-è H L ‘face mark/s’
b" "" "s" !! b" "" "s-á L H ‘breast/s’
tígí! tíg-è H L ‘house/s’
tà!gbá! tà!gbán-à LH L ‘land god/s’

The su!x /-A/ is toneless and a polar tone is inserted. This is shown to be
true tonal polarity rather than dissimilation by means of more complex data and
analysis in Cahill (2004, 2007).

2.4 High-tone spreading

The Low that is present and associated in !"! rà ‘chests’ is still present but $oat-
ing when the de"nite su!x is added in !"! !ráhá ‘the chests’. This is a result of
a common and pervasive spreading process in which the second H of a HLH
sequence spreads one TBU leftward, resulting in surface H!HH, often termed
plateauing. This process is illustrated in (11).

(11) a. H L H H L H b. H L H H L H
| | | ! | / | | | | ! | / |
# # # # # # #$ ra + ha #$ ra ha

The leftward spread is pervasive, spreading within words, as above, or between
words, as in j#!r#!! !káán$ ! ‘one ladder.’

(12) H H L H H H L H
| | | | ! | | / |
j!r!! kaan" j!r!! kaan"
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(2) floating down step:

• The floating L needs to be in the input sequence, so Fneut will 
can be lowered due to the downdrift dynamics.

• The floating low needs to be marked as such so that it does 
not add an output tone target to the sequence of gesture 
targets TargetHz

Incorporation of downstep

12

(3) L H
| |
! !

/ | \ / |
C V V C V
| | / | |
k a n !

For brevity’s sake, however, I will use

(4) L H
| |
kaan!

as a shorthand representation for (3) above, with the L tone to be regarded as
being linked to the whole syllable kaa. All vowel sequences in the same word,
such as [!a] or [ie], are likewise in the same syllable, and thus in the same TBU.

The usual default tone inserted on an unspeci!ed vowel is Low, with three
exceptions. The !rst is when an epenthetic vowel occurs between two High-
toned syllables, in which case the vowel shows a High tone. The second excep-
tion is that when a noun is underlyingly toneless, a High tone is inserted on the
last syllable, with the preceding syllables being Low, e.g. h!!g"" ‘woman,’ shown
to be toneless by other paradigms.4 The third exception is tonal polarity in the
Noun Class 1 plural su"x, discussed in Section 2.3.

2.2 Downstep

The downstepped H is a phonetic implementation of a #oating Low tone. In this
conceptualization, a word like kpá!á! ‘guinea fowl’ is represented as having a
/HLH/ tone pattern, with the Low #oating and causing downstep. Note that the
two H autosegments are the only ones associated to the single syllable in (5).

(5) H L H
\ /

kp a a !

4 This includes forms like "! h!"g"! ‘his wife/woman’, where the High on h!"g"! is from the tonal
associative morpheme discussed in Section 2.5, and h!!g"! -kp# "!# "! ‘big woman’, in which h!!g"!
has no High at all. The cognate for ‘woman’ in the related Gur languages Moore (Kenstowicz,
Nikiema & Ourso 1988) and Dagaare (Antilla & Bodomo 1996), has also been independently
analyzed as underlyingly toneless.
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Alternative Model

• Use Anharmonic Oscillator to set up f0 landscape with two 
attractors:  H, L

• Over time, increase tilt in the direction of lower F0.

• For every syllable’s intensional target is a linear first-order system 
with an attractor at the high or low target.

• Add the landscape potential to the intensional potential to get 
the actual f0 potential. 

• Intensional potentials will be shifted by tilted landscape and 
produce downdraft.

13



Declarative intonation: Basic sentences

• Downtrending F0 due to downdraft.

• No boundary tone.

14

The source of the !oating Low can be speci"cally determined in many
instances. For example, when the plural de"nite su#x of Noun Class 1 (High-
toned -há) is added to a plural noun ending in Low, a downstep results.

(6) !"!rà ‘chests’
!"!!ráhá ‘the chests’

This is represented straightforwardly in autosegmental notation as in (7). The
process is discussed more fully in Section 2.4.

(7) H L H L H
| | | / |

!" ra !" ra ha

In some languages, a sequence of two adjacent High tones creates a down-
step between them, e.g. Supyire (Carlson 1983) and KiShambaa (Odden 1982),
among others, including Bemba, Moro, and Tswana in this volume. This is
demonstrably not the case in K#nni, as seen in individual words such as tígí!
/tíg-!!/, where the stem and the su#x both are High (also see discussion in 2.6
vis-à-vis the OCP).

As with many West African languages, K#nni has “automatic downstep,”
often called “downdrift,” where a High after overt phonetic Lows is lowered. It
also has what has been referred to as “non-automatic downstep”, that has been
discussed in this section. The combination of automatic and non-automatic
downstep in a single sentence results in a tone pattern that continually declines,
as in (8), extracted from a dramatic telling of a local event. The high tones
toward the end of the sentence are actually lower than the low tones at the
beginning.

(8) s!!k!" rù gè ó háá jìè f!! wó "# "n!tí gárá k!" !á! ‘This morning he woke up
seeing you lack things going to farm.’ (speaking of a watchman and a thief)
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Compound sentences (1) They often have pauses. 

(2) First clause is higher in pitch than 
the second.

(3) Range of second clause is wider 
when it is uttered as an 
independent sentence.

(4) Range of initial L-H is greater in the 
(longer) compound sentence than 
in the shorter sentence comprising 
its first clause.

15

Second, the !rst clause of the compound sentences is signi!cantly higher in
pitch than the second one. This may be seen in the following data. The fre-
quency measurements of underlined syllables are in Hz, and the pause measure-
ments are in milliseconds, both being the average of three repetitions for Salifu.

(25) a. I intended to bring something but I forgot.

! tím bá nàwá !jáá" <pause> àmá ! dáá!yá mì!
144 213 153/170 133 <361> 133-173 137 165

b. I intended to bring something c. I forgot.
! tím bá nàwá !jáá" ! dáá!yá mì!
135 196 141/154 123 135 171

(26) An example of the above, with all three utterances in the same recording
session, with the initial L and H of the clauses marked

The higher n in (a) in the second clause in (25a) and (26a) is attributable to
its position between two Highs. Other compound sentences are in (27)–(28),
again displaying the averages of three repetitions.
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Similar to Basic sentences except:

Second, the !rst clause of the compound sentences is signi!cantly higher in
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• Downdrift continues across clause 
boundaries.  (2)

• Range exponentially decreases across 
utterance like Fneut  (3) 

• Compound sentences have higher 
initial Fneut  and/or  Range. 
Or maybe just this is determined by 
sentence length.  (4)

Model



Polar Questions

• Lengthen Final vowel or nasal

• One of three forms of creating falling final pitch

16



Case 1

• Insert down stepped High at the end, creating H!H

• (last tone is !H)

17

(42) a. !! !m" !á gúúm!bú ‘s/he is rolling the rope’19

b. !! !m" !á gúúm!bú!ú ‘is s/he is rolling the rope?’

The additional statements and questions below follow the same tonal pattern,
adding an additional downstepped High to the !nal syllable that itself is a
High, whether downstepped or not.

(43) a. !! y#!s!!wá gb" "á!bí! ‘s/he has carved a door’

b. !! y#!s!!wá gb" "á!bí!!" ‘has s/he carved a door?’

(44) a. tì díè sààb!" ‘we are eating the TZ’ (a porridge)

b. nì díè sààb!" !!" ‘are you (pl) eating the TZ?’

The entire pitch in a polar question is also higher than in the corresponding
statement.

The second pattern, exempli!ed in (45), adds a Low tone to a sentence-!nal
High, creating a HL !nal contour, distinct from a H!H contour.

(45) a. ù sìé gìlìnsìèlé ‘s/he is dancing gilinsiele dance’

b. ù sìé gìlìnsìèléè ‘is s/he dancing gilinsiele dance?’

19 The sentences in (42)–(48) were recorded from a di"erent K!nni speaker, James Amadu, with
a higher voice than Salifu’s or Solomon’s.
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Case 2

• Add a Low at the end

• (last tone is H)

18

(42) a. !! !m" !á gúúm!bú ‘s/he is rolling the rope’19

b. !! !m" !á gúúm!bú!ú ‘is s/he is rolling the rope?’

The additional statements and questions below follow the same tonal pattern,
adding an additional downstepped High to the !nal syllable that itself is a
High, whether downstepped or not.

(43) a. !! y#!s!!wá gb" "á!bí! ‘s/he has carved a door’

b. !! y#!s!!wá gb" "á!bí!!" ‘has s/he carved a door?’

(44) a. tì díè sààb!" ‘we are eating the TZ’ (a porridge)

b. nì díè sààb!" !!" ‘are you (pl) eating the TZ?’

The entire pitch in a polar question is also higher than in the corresponding
statement.

The second pattern, exempli!ed in (45), adds a Low tone to a sentence-!nal
High, creating a HL !nal contour, distinct from a H!H contour.

(45) a. ù sìé gìlìnsìèlé ‘s/he is dancing gilinsiele dance’

b. ù sìé gìlìnsìèléè ‘is s/he dancing gilinsiele dance?’

19 The sentences in (42)–(48) were recorded from a di"erent K!nni speaker, James Amadu, with
a higher voice than Salifu’s or Solomon’s.
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An additional example is:

(46) a. !! yás" "ná j#"r" "k!" ‘s/he is climbing the ladder’

b. !! yás" "ná j#"r" "k!"!! ‘is s/he climbing the ladder?’

Phonologically, gúúm!bú, sààb!" , gìlìnsìèlé, and j#"r" "k!" all end with a H auto-
segment, but LH is added to the !rst two and only a L to the last two.

The third pattern is the most complex in terms of autosegments, and appears
with statements ending with a noun with !nal Low tone. In these, the pitch is
actually raised before falling, again giving a H!H !nal contour.

(47) a. !! dàwá níígè ‘s/he has bought cows’

b. !! dàwá níí!gé!é ‘has s/he bought cows?’

Changing níígè to níí!gé!é is a complex tonal change, and is accomplished by
adding HLH to the statement.

In these three examples, we see that a falling pitch on the !nal long syllable
is accomplished in autosegmental terms by adding either LH, L, or HLH. Note
that these are categorial changes, not gradient. A gradient change, however,
can be added to a polar question when the person expresses surprise, even
astonishment.

(48) 3 repetitions of nì díè sààb!" !!" ‘you (pl.) are eating the TZ?’ in normal and
surprise question intonation (pitches superimposed; surprise is the higher
pitch)

78 Michael Cahill
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Case 3

• replace final L with HLH, producing H!H

19

An additional example is:

(46) a. !! yás" "ná j#"r" "k!" ‘s/he is climbing the ladder’

b. !! yás" "ná j#"r" "k!"!! ‘is s/he climbing the ladder?’

Phonologically, gúúm!bú, sààb!" , gìlìnsìèlé, and j#"r" "k!" all end with a H auto-
segment, but LH is added to the !rst two and only a L to the last two.

The third pattern is the most complex in terms of autosegments, and appears
with statements ending with a noun with !nal Low tone. In these, the pitch is
actually raised before falling, again giving a H!H !nal contour.

(47) a. !! dàwá níígè ‘s/he has bought cows’

b. !! dàwá níí!gé!é ‘has s/he bought cows?’

Changing níígè to níí!gé!é is a complex tonal change, and is accomplished by
adding HLH to the statement.

In these three examples, we see that a falling pitch on the !nal long syllable
is accomplished in autosegmental terms by adding either LH, L, or HLH. Note
that these are categorial changes, not gradient. A gradient change, however,
can be added to a polar question when the person expresses surprise, even
astonishment.

(48) 3 repetitions of nì díè sààb!" !!" ‘you (pl.) are eating the TZ?’ in normal and
surprise question intonation (pitches superimposed; surprise is the higher
pitch)

78 Michael Cahill
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Boundary Tone

• Cahill argues that Q is not associated with a boundary tone, 
because it is produced in three distinct ways.

• But suppose that there is a %HL boundary tone associated with 
polar questions:

• In Case 3, the boundary tone shows up clearly as a distinct 
tone.

• Note that the underlying L still shows up as the initial H of the boundary 
tone is not as low as the previous H

• In cases 1 and 2, the H of the boundary tone merges with the 
underlying H (dynamics for that?)

• How to derive the difference between cases 1 and 2 is not 
clear… but not clear in Cahill’s analysis either. 
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